ACROSS

1. Two birds in the hand?
6. Gadgets with earbuds
11. In the neighborhood
15. Gospel music's Jordan, e.g.
16. Certain body type
17. Noah Webster's alma mater
18. Getting 100 on
19. Authoritative word
20. Virgil contemporary
21. Warmer weather stirs up a hazardous nest?
24. Tracy's mom in "Hairspray"
25. Fam. members
26. Touch after a chase
27. Choice piece of Joyce?
30. Accept, as a coupon
34. Alpine course
37. Last word of 27 Across
39. Manning taking a hike
40. Spell summons other spell developers?
45. Dos preceder
46. "The Trumpet of the Swan" monogram
47. Chewy apple coating
48. Lysol target
51. "Cut to the chase"
54. Baby Einstein city?
56. Turing or Cumming
57. In ___ parentis
61. Playing bebop music seems to guarantee a flying start to rodeo events?
66. Seaweed's sister in "Hairspray"
67. "West Side Story" avenger
68. King Tut's mask, e.g.
69. Cologne holder
70. One who believes in karma
71. Jung femme, in some?
72. Yon femme, in Somme?
73. "___ vorm Fliegen" (German title of a feminist blockbuster by Erica Jong)
74. Handle the wheel

DOWN

1. Last major "naked-eye" astronomer
2. Prepped for mashing, in a way
3. Like cranes, but not derricks
4. Alpha or Proxima follower
5. Units in physics class
6. Numbered comic books, e.g.
7. "A String of ___" (Glenn Miller hit)
8. Long, strange trips
9. Pizzazz
10. Beak
11. Mother-wolf voicer in 2016's "The Jungle Book"
12. Home builder's projection
13. Came down to earth
14. Great American Ball Park team
22. Hawthorne's pariah
23. Cry of support
24. Director Jean-___ Godard
28. Director Jean-___ Godard
29. Don't simply baste
31. Big name in foam arms
32. Shoppe-worn?
33. Knoll
34. Self-satisfied
35. Xanadu owner of film
36. Stravinsky's first?
38. Some campus occupations
41. Diminish
42. Adjusting
43. Quinn in the thick of Gamergate
44. Landed, maybe
49. Squelch
50. Camera type, for short
52. Does a paint-store job, often
53. Squeal on
55. Latte option
58. Eponymous skateboard leap over an obstacle
59. Poetic atmosphere?
60. ___ rod (phrase which usually means someone didn't get it)
61. What Barbara Billingsley spoke in "Airplane!"
62. Botanical indigo source
63. Enthusiasm
64. Bob's limit, often
65. Bikini tops